This article is an introductory piece that contextualizes a series of articles published out of a forum on the Public Value of Arts and Humanities Research. The author outlined some of the challenges facing humanities scholars today in light of increased pressures to justify the social merits of their research, and suggested that this discipline-wide self-reflection can be beneficial. For the purposes of this workshop, this article should be drawn from to set the tone for the subsequent activities in the workshop-i.e., the urgency for humanities teachers to reflect upon their current teaching practices and the degree to which they are supporting civic engagement and education. Brookman, H., & Horn, J. (2016) . Closeness and distance: Using close reading as a method of educational enquiry in English studies. Arts and Humanities in Higher Education, 15(2) , 248-265. https://doi.org/10.1177%2F1474022216636517
This article stems from the findings of a pedagogical case study conducted at an Oxford college to suggest that the practice of "close reading," which is a standard practice in English literature, can be repurposed to enhance student learning and student-teacher engagement. This method-which highlights the student-instructor dynamic and creatively reimagines one discipline's standard methodology as an interdisciplinary pedagogical tool-can be offered in this workshop as a key method of fostering critical inquiry, which is especially important in a community outreach context. Elmer, J. (2016) . Public humanities in the age of the ideas industry and the rise of the creatives. Quarterly, 85(4), [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] This is a discussion of the results of a survey conducted across institutions from the International Consortium of Humanities Centres and Institutes, which sought to gauge different institutions' methods of engaging with and conceiving the public humanities. According to Elmer, the results of this survey reveal that while there is a general consensus on the importance of the public humanities, there is a diverse array of definitions and perceptions regarding what constitutes the public humanities and its effects. For the purposes of this workshop, this article should be drawn upon as the speaker shifts focus from describing the public humanities movement to the workshop's concern with the logistics of applying these principles and mandates to enrich students' engagement in the classroom. The facilitator gives a brief introductory lecture on the context and key concepts of the movement known as the public humanities.
University of Toronto
The guest facilitator might have 5-7 minutes of this time briefly summarizing their experience with the topic.
To give participants time to absorb new contexts and information.
Invite and have time for one or two brief questions during this period. 25
Teaching and the Public Humanities
Based on the brief lecture, the facilitator invites participants to brainstorm for 10 minutes in groups of 3-4 their own ideas on how public outreach can help their teaching practice. This brainstorming session can take the form of several collaborative mind maps (see Appendix A).
The facilitator and participants discuss altogether the results of their brainstorming session for approximately 10 minutes.
The facilitator spends the remaining 5 minutes giving an overview of relevant and thought-provoking research.
Where possible, the speaker should connect this overview with some of the ideas that emerged during the brainstorming discussion.
To allow participants to absorb the information that they have received, in addition to keeping them engaged as the workshop transitions into a focus on new teaching methods. The collaborative mind map can support those more comfortable with a visual style of learning.
Problems and Limits
The facilitator outlines some of the problems or issues that teachers might face in incorporating public outreach or public humanities mandates into the classroom.
The guest facilitator should have 5-7 minutes to discuss the challenges or issues they might have encountered in this respect.
Participants should be invited to contribute their own concerns throughout this period.
To allow everyone time to consider, weigh, and address the challenges of restructuring the classroom dynamic to incorporate public/community outreach. 
General Recommendations:
 If the speaker has invited a guest, the speaker should take up all opportunities to model and facilitate an informed dialogue with that guest (e.g., regularly turning to the guest and inviting them to offer their own input or experiences). The guest should not be left unsupported by the speaker during this workshop and should be incorporated as an essential part of workshop structure.  The ideal number of participants for this workshop is approximately 25-30 people from a variety of departments within the humanities. o The number of possible participants can be higher if the speaker(s) choose(s) a brainstorming activity that does not require any craft. The collaborative mind map activity, for instance, requires enough space for each group to draw and hang up their mind maps, as well as enough time for each group to discuss their mind map at the end of the activity.
Pre-Workshop Set-up:
 Speaker(s) should ask participants to confirm their attendance by registering for the workshop, which in turn allows the speaker(s) to adjust the number of materials, room size, and number of desks to be used in the workshop, as needed.
o If many more than 30 people register for this workshop, consider offering multiple sessions with smaller groups of participants. Certain brainstorming activities, such as the collaborative mind map, might not lend themselves well to large groups.
 The location for this workshop should be a small room that is able to comfortably accommodate 25-30 participants. o If possible, speaker(s) should find a room with moveable desks that can be pushed together in clusters of 3-4 desks before the workshop begins. This setup encourages participants to form small groups from the beginning of the workshop so that they do not have to get up and move their things halfway through the workshop in order to participate in the brainstorming activity.  If doing the collaborative mind map as the group brainstorming activity, the speaker(s) will need to provide participants with coloured markers, large sheet-paper pads, and either magnets or sticky tack.  If doing the Post-It Parade, the speaker(s) will need to provide plenty of post-it notes and enough pencils/pens/markers for all participants. How might your teaching benefit the public or local communities around you?
As an instructor, how would you approach a local community or public outreach organization in a way that respects their priorities, time, and resources? o Ask participants to take part in a "Collaborative Mind Map," which is a 10-minute group brainstorming exercise designed to encourage everyone to think playfully and creatively about the concepts introduced in workshop so far.  Assign each group a different word or phrase, which they will write at the centre of their mind map. Ask participants to respond to this word or phrase either in words, sentences, or illustrations.  Encourage participants to engage with their peers as much as possiblefor instance, by providing written/drawn responses to their group members' contributions to the mind map, perhaps by drawing lines to indicate that the one response has "branched off" into other responses, and so forth.  Include a gentle reminder to participants to be considerate of their peers by avoiding any inappropriate language or drawings as they develop these mind maps. o If the workshop room is PowerPoint enabled, project a version of the activity instructions on a PowerPoint slide so that participants might consult them throughout the activity.  Sample Activity Instructions:
o Each group is assigned a different word or phrase that stems from the workshop discussions so far. Write that word or phrase at the centre of the drawing paper given to you. This is the start of your collaborative mind map. o Have each member of your group write down or draw their responses around this starter word/phrase in whatever way you think best represents your response. o Respond to your peers' responses; produce the most rich and interactive mind map that you can. o Be creative! Write diagonally or vertically, combine drawing and writing, and/or use a variety of colours. o Have fun! Remember that your responses may be clearer and more memorable if they involve something that genuinely interests you. o Invite everyone to participate in a final activity designed to reflect upon the sum of new concepts, concerns, and issues that have arisen during the workshop. Ask participants to write one word or phrase per post-it note that describes what they have learned from this workshop, and then inform them that you will collect these post-it notes and see of any patterns emerge out of everyone's responses.
 Let participants know that they will have 7 minutes for this activity.  Let participants know that they can come up with as many key words/phrases as they can manage within the time limit. o Distribute post-it notes and writing utensils to all participants.  During the Activity:
o Give participants time-warnings, possibly at the 4-or 6-minute mark. o Because this activity is an individual one, less active monitoring will be needed. o If some participants complete post-it notes early, collect them and begin to sort the notes according to common motifs. o Take 2-3 minutes to sort and arrange the post-it notes on a wall or chalkboard after the time limit is over.  If there is more than one speaker, perhaps decide beforehand whether one person will be responsible for collecting the post-it notes while the other sorts them.  Discuss the Activity:
o For the remaining 5 minutes of this activity, discuss the significance of the responses that you receive. Look continually for common themes or similar language in the post-it notes, and articulate the themes or patterns that you notice and what they suggest about the workshop topic. 
